
You Can Get Traffic For FREE



Your 2 Traffic Options

Traffic you PAY for - 

Google Adwords Display ads 

Bing ads Native ads

Facebook ads Interstitial, pop up, pop under

YouTube ads Solo ads

Native ads PPC and PPV
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1. You have to have money and a budget

2. You have to TEST different paid traffic sources

3. There are a ton of scammers out there!

4. Facebook ads - Expensive. Require a ton of testing because of the targeting options

5. YouTube ads - Expensive, and like FB ads requires a ton of testing

Buying traffic is risky and expensive. 

Profitable methods are hard to learn because the platforms keep changing the rules
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The solution - FREE traffic

1. It’s FREE - you don’t need any money

2. No testing required - FREE traffic is content driven

3. No hidden or secret guru traffic sources to find - Everything you need is out in the open - you go 

where your audience is…

● Social media

● Authority websites - Influencer websites

When you spread your content across the net you gain authority and trust = More FREE Traffic

You can do it in less then a hour a day
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How do you get FREE traffic...

1. Create quality content

2. You create it constantly

3. Post it in the right places
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How do you get FREE traffic...

You need a SYSTEM

1. Tells you exactly what to do
2. Daily tasks

A System Keeps You Consistent, Efficient and Time Rich (less than an hour)
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Free Traffic Generation System

A 6 Week Step-By-Step Free Traffic Generation Course

● Daily Tasks
● No hype, no fluff - Step-by-step

● All the resources we use
● Accountability

● A profitable exit plan
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Our Offer

6 Week Over the shoulder free traffic generation video course

This time, we’ve improved the course with:

● Extra resources
● Full transcripts
● Audio version of each session
● PLUS 12 months access to our Free Traffic Innercircle, with monthly Q & A calls (normally 

$199 per month)

TODAY $199 (one time payment)
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Our Offer

Course details:

Week 1: Preparing your asset, getting set up ready for traffic, start posting on social media.
Week 2: Starting to build authority with different types of content , and contacting influencers
Week 3: Social media audits (of yours and your competitors SM), finding new opportunities
Week 4: Maximizing the reach from the content you create (new and existing)
Week 5: Rinse and repeat of week 4, plus finding new opportunities
Week 6: Recap and wrapping things up

Each week you get: 1) a daily to do list 2) Resources 3) Spreadsheet 4) Accountability and 
contact opportunity
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$199 - One Time Payment


